Chapter 14

What is the structural differentiation and specialization of institutions and their roles in society? It originally referred to the process of transferring lands and possessions from ecclesiastical to civil control.

(Answer: secularization)

What is the widely used term to describe those reactionary religious movements in the contemporary world that are, in general, opposed to modernization, especially as it poses profound threats to and betrayal of what these groups see as the true and essential doctrines and practices of their religious traditions?

(Answer: fundamentalism)

Who was the leader of the Iranian Islamic Revolution in 1978-1979 and the most influential contemporary Shi'ite figure of the Muslim restorationist movement?

(Answer: Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini)

True or False: Religious Fundamentalism has a narrow area of influence today – It is found only in a few areas of the world.

(Answer: False. Fundamentalism is a worldwide phenomenon today.)

Which famous religious leader began his ministry in 1956 in a tiny independent Baptist congregation in a storehouse of abandoned soda factory? He went on to found Liberty Baptist College, later known as Liberty University.

(Answer: Jerry Falwell)

Fundamentalist groups, such as the ____________ movement, believe that Christians are engaged in a colossal battle with satanic powers, a belief that justifies the use of militant actions.
This group aims to establish a theocratic Christian state and civilization under the strict law of God.

(Answer: Reconstruction)

What is the fundamentalist reform movement within Islam which was begun on the Arabian Peninsula in 18th century?

(Answer: Wahhabism)

Chapter 15

Which feminist pioneer writer wrote the "Woman's Bible" which was published in 1895 and 1898?

(Answer: Elizabeth Cady Stanton)

The ancient Hindu Laws ________ of assumed the low status of women

(answer: Manu)

True or False: In the Vajrayana school of Buddhism, there is a true equality between male and female symbolic figures.

(Answer: True)

________ is an example of a popular venerated female bodhisattva within Mahayana Buddhism.

(Answer: Avalokitesvara)

True or False: When women are held in high number, popularity, or veneration as female heroes and goddesses, the social or political status of women in those communities is equally high.

(Answer: False)
was a feminist who in 1973 wrote a powerful attack on patriarchy entitled Beyond God the Father which states “If God is male, then male is God.”

(Answer: Mary Daly)

In her book, In Memory of Her, published in 1983, wrote that Jesus and his companions offered a new vision, a radical call for a “discipleship of equals” that was later compromised by the Apostle Paul and other Christian leaders as they confronted the dominance of patriarchy in the Greco-Roman world where they carried out their missionary work.

(Answer: Elizabeth Schussler Fiorenza)

was Muhammad’s first wife. She was a widowed businesswoman who proposed to Muhammad and married him.

(Answer: Khadija)

is an African American Muslim feminist who argues for the validity of new insights into the interpretation of the Qur’an and the Sunna of the Prophet. A new reading of the Qur’an, she holds, will bring to light the error of reading patriarchy into depictions of God and traditional notions of women’s inferior status.

(Answer: Amina Wadud-Muhsin)

is an Egyptian feminist who gives priority to women’s educational opportunities and reform in marriage laws and customs such as early marriage of girls, polygamy, and men’s license to divorce.

(Answer: Malak Hifni Nassaf)

In a , a government under God or God’s emissary, God rules directly or indirectly through a tribal chief, king, high priest, or other religious or political ruler.

(Answer: Theocracy)
The Church of _________ serves as a contemporary illustration of the State Church.

   (Answer: England)

The concept of Two _________ is prominent in the teaching of the German Protestant Reformer Martin Luther and his followers. Luther believed in the absolute sovereignty of God who uses both the church and the state to accomplish His Purposes.

   (Answer: Kingdoms)

In _______ the president recently released a report which included a “charter of secularism” in which he calls for the banning of “conspicuous” religious symbols in public schools. This included large crosses for Christians, head scarves for Muslim girls, and skull caps worn by orthodox Jewish boys.

   (Answer: France)

Know: One of the types of relationships that Livingston discusses between religion and the state (Theocracy, The State Church, The concept of Two Kingdoms, The Roman Catholic Position, The Free Churches, Separatism and the Modern Secular State). Be ready to discuss the relationship including examples.